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ORDINARY MEETING.* 

REV. F. A. WALKER, D.D., F.L.S., IN THE CHAIR. 

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed, and the 
following Elections took place :-

ASSOCIATES :-W. Mackworth, Esq., London; E. Tydeman, Esq., M.A., 
India. 

CORRESPONDING }rIEMBER :-Professor Weidemann, Bonn, Germany. 

The following paper was then read by the Rev. F. A. Walker, D.D., 
the author being in the United States:-

THE STAR WORSHIPPERS OF MESOPOTAill.lA. 
By the Rev. SAMUEL M. ZWEMER, F.R.G.S. 

I N the towns along the lower Euphrates and Tigris, 
especially at Amara, Sook es Shiookh, Busrah and 

Mohammerah, there dwell an interesting people variously 
known as Sabeans, N asoreans, or St. John Christians. They 

call themselves MandaeeC . ..si~L), Mandrnans, and although 

only numbering four or five thousand they have always 
been and rem~in entirely distinct from the Jews, Moslems 
and Christians, among whom they have dwelt for centuries. 
Their origin is yet lost in obscurity, although it is traced,. 
by those few scholars who have studied the subject, through 
the maze of their religion to ancient Babylonia and Chaldea. 
It seems to me that in this remnant of a race and religion 
we have still an example of the oldest form of idolatry, i.e., 
star worship, and that many of thci:- rr:y:::tc:-:c::::; c:,::;tc~~:, 
would throw a side-light upon the cult of ancient Babylonia. 
It is partly to stimulate such study that the following paper 

'k 4th April, 1898. 
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was prepared. Mandffiism is not only of deep interest as 
"the only existing religion compounded of Christian, heathen 
and Jewish elements " [Kessler] but it affords another proof 
of the early spread of religious ideas in the East, and the 
Babylonian origin of much that is supposed to be Alexandrian 
Gnosticism in a semi-Christian, semi-pagan garb. 

In the English Bible the name Sabeans is perplexing, and 
although used of three different tribes or peoples, none of 
t.hese are any way related to the present Mandffians unless 
those mentioned in Job. Sabeans is also the term used in the 
Koran, and there it undoubtedly applies to t.hem and affords 
proof that at t.he time when Islam arose their numbers and 
settlements were far from unimportant. The Koran recog
nizes them as distinct from idolaters, and places them with 
.. Tews and Christians as people of t.he book (yl\.(l\ ~\): 
Smah ii. 59. "Surely t.hose who believe and those who 
judai!~e and Christians and Sabeans, whoever believeth in 
God and t.he last day and doth t.hat which is right t.hey shall 
have their reward with their Lord, no fear on them, neither 
shall they grieve "; and so again Surah 22, 17. "The true 

believers and those who Judaize and the Sabeans (~~l\), 
and the Christians and the Magians and the idolaters. God 
shall judge between them." Compare also v, 73, etc. From 
these passages it is evident that the so-called Sabeans could 
not have been, as some allege; a minor Christian sect or 
identical with the Hemero-baptists. 

According to Gesenius, Sabeans should be Tsabians from 
,tsaboth (Ji'N:J~) the host of heaven, i.e., the supposed objects 
'of their worship. Noldeke and others say it comes from a 

Iii ;' h b . root subba '--"'" to was , aptlse, and refers to the manum.' 
of their wOI·ship. And Gibbon is perhaps correct when, on 
the authority of Pocock, Hettinger, and D'Herbelot, he states 
the origin of their other name thus: "A slight infusion of 
the gospel had transformed the last remnant of the Uhaldean 
polytheists into the Christians of St. John at Bussora." Of 
the names which they themselves adopt-Mandaee and 
NasOl'iiye we will speak later. Suffice it here to say that, 
although giving special honour to John the Baptist, they can 
in no sense be called Chri8tians. 

Isolated by a creed, cult and language of their own, they 
love their isolation and do not intermarry with strangers nor 
accept a pro!:lelyte to their faith. Nearly all of them follow 
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one of tlu"ee trades.. They raise the finest dairy produce of 
Mesopotamia; they build a peculiar kind of light canoe 
called Mashlwof, and for the rest, all of them are silver-smiths .. 
No traveller should visit their villages without carrying 
away specimens of their beautiful inlaid.;.work, black metal 
on silver and gold. A peaceful people they are, industrious,. 
though mostly poor and seldom affording trouble to theil' 
Turkish rulerI:'!. Both men and women have a remarkably 
fine physique; tall, of dark complexion, good features, and 
with long black beards, some of the men are typical patriarchs, 
even as we imagine Abraham appeared when he left their 
present country for Haran. On ordinary days their dress 
does not distinguish them from Moslems or Jews, but on 
feast days they wear only white. Their women go about 
unveiled and have a more masculine cast of features than 
Moslem women; they are also rather taller. 

The two great things however that distinguish the
Sabeans are their language and their religion. Both are
remarkable. ' The former because of its long preservation 
among a dying people, and the latter as the most remarkable
example of religious syncretism. 

Naturally the bazaar-talk of all the river-country is Arabic; 
all Sabeans speak it and a goodly proportion read and write
it; but beside this they have a household language of their 
own, the language of their sacred books, which is called 
Mandaitic. So closely related to Syriac that it might almost 
be called a dialect, it yet has an alphabet and grammar of its
own, and their writing and speech is not fully intelligible to 
the Syriac-speaking Christians from Mosul. Wright says
that their alphabet characters most resemble the Nabathean 
and their langua~e tl1at of the Babylonian Talmud. The 
only grammars of the language are the Sketch of a SabearlJ 
Grammar' by Captain Prideaux and the accurate and 
elaborate Mandaische G'1'ammatik of the indefatigable 
scholar Noldeke. One great drawback of the latter howevm
is that the Heb"ew character is used throughout and not the
Mandaitic. Accompanying is a table of the alphabet with 
its Hebrew and Arabic equivalents; also a few brief 
sentences and the days of the week to sh0';7 the 88~"'..~!~c~8-ti0~ 
of the language and its close similarity to the Arabic. One 
peculiarity is the naming of the lettel's with the a vowel and 
not as in other Semitic languages by special names: alif, .. 
bay, jeem, dal, etc. 'I'he oldest manuscripts of the Man-· 
diiitic date from the sixteenth century, and are in European 
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THE MANDAITIC ALPHABET. 
(Adapted and corrected from Noldeke.) 

NAME. CHARACTER. vALUE. 
HEBREW ARABIC 

EQUIVALENT. EQU I VALENT. 

ah 0 <L. 6- (i ~ \" 
La :r. ..:t:.-.. b :J. Y 
ga ..! ..L g .:t ~ 

da :z ....:t..... d i w 
ha .... ...uo.- 7" i1 L 

wa ~ ..l- W ~ ) 

za ~ z ~ j 

};la PI 0&- M n \:" 

t- • .tt ./i.J ...t1.. t ~ b 

ya Co '-- Y (i) ., 
'-.f 

ka If t k :J 
, 

0......) 

la j J. ~ J 
rna ;::J"I ...:rL m ~ i 

na V V- n ~ (;) 

~a ~ ..A- ~ b V" 

a ..::::I ..:::L a (guttural) y l 

pa V 1I p, f !J I.....-' 
'.' 

-......J 

tsa Y' 'If r tf} ~ ..r 
qa ~ ;n.. q i' J 
1'a ~ .!:1.. l' ., .J 

sha • IJl". sh 'tV' ., 
V 

til .J1 ....n.... n ..:.;.) 

eddoa .u.. ... sign of relative = ., (?) I pronoun. -
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Specimens of MANDAiTIC CURSIVE-SCRIPT witl! transliteration and translation. 

v J£JA,...! A.IU.AD 0 = Assooqa havilak = peace be to you. 

o It.io ~ ~ = kethkum shawee = how much is it? 

V.J tS! ~ 0 0!1 t:y Q = ana libba kabeelak = I love you much. 

6,.l..u.o ~ o:t.P~ = kasbah we dahwah = silver and gold. 

~ ~oo/'¥l 

~o~v~o 

.. AJ1~o 
.. ~o 

.. 'lP-51"-

.. ~(1f 

~'V' 

= hofshaba rabba 

= atran hofshaba 

= alclatha 
" 

= arba " 
= hamsha " 
= shitta 

" 
= shuvah 

" 

= great day (Sunday). 

= Monday. 

= Tuesday. 

= Wednesday. 

= 'l'hursday. 

= Friday. 

= Saturday. 

>-3 
tli 
t'l 

m 
!;; 
p;; 

::1 o 
~ 
m 
tli 
H 
"ti 
'"C 
t'l 
p;; 
m 

o 
b;j 

~ 
t'l 
m 
o 
"ti 
o 

~ 
H 

t'" 

1)0 
CI:l 
e;< 
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Libraries (Paris and Oxford). But the golden period of 
their literature, that is, the time when their religious books 
received their final and present form was, according to 
Noldeke, from 650-900 A.D. At present only the few among 
them can read or write their language, although all call 
speak it, and from religious motives they refuse to teach 
those outside of their faith even the first lesson, except 
secretly. 

And so it was that although meeting Sabeans for the past 
four years and being their guest on frequent journeys up 
and down the rivers, I found no satisfactory answer to the 
question what their real faith and cult were. The popular 
story that they turn to the North Star when they pray and 
" baptise" every Sunday was all that Moslems or Christians, 
could tell. Books of travel on this region gave fragmentary, 
conflicting a.nd often grossly erroneous statements. Accord
ing to some accounts they were idolaters, others classed 
them with Christians. An anonymous article which appeared 
in the London Standard, and which was entitled, "A prayer' 
meeting of the Star Worshippers," curiously gave me the key 
to open the lock of their silence. Whoever wrote it must 
have been perfectly acquainted with their religious cere
monies or be one of themselves, for when I tran8lated it to a 
company of Sabeans at Amara they were dumbfounded! 
Knowing that I knew something made it easy for them to tell 
me more. But let me first quote a portion of this account 
by way of introduction to what follows. 

" Toward midnight the Star Worshippers, men and women, 
come slowly down to the river side. Each enters the tiny 
wattled hut [built of palm-branches] by the southern wall, 
disrobes and bathes in the circular reservoir. ',' . On 
emerging from the water each robes him or herself in the 
1'asta, that is the ceremonial garment, all white, crosses to 
the open space in front of the door of the tabernacle, and 
seats himself upon the ground, saluting those present with 
the customary, Sood Havilakh, 'blessing be upon thee,' and 
receiving the usual reply, Assootah de hai lzavilaM, 'blessing 
of the Living One be upon thee.' The sacred book, Sidm 
Rabba, is laid upon the altar folded back where the liturgy 
of the living is divided from the ritual of the dead. The 
high priest takes one of the two live pigeons handed to him, 
extends his hands to the polar star, upon which he fixes his 
eyes, and lets the bird fly. calling aloud: 'Bshmo d'lzai raMer. 
mshabba zivo kadmayah Elalta Edmen Nafhi Ep1oalz.' 'In 
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the lliLllle of the Li:ving One, blessed be primitive light, 
t.ho alloient light, Divinity sclf-cnmterl.' [Thell] . . . 
tlw readillg bcing ill progress, thcy prepare the Peio 
Elayat, or high myKtOl"y, HK they term their uommullioll. 
()Ilt~ kiwlles a charcoal-fire ill the tmrt]wllware stove by 
the Ri(le of tho altar :mc1 the odwr grinds small some 
of t.he IJlll'ley hronght fly the (leacon. He then expresse8 
Rome oil from the Ref.lttllle Heed, and mixing the barley
meal awl oil, preparcs a lllaHS of clough which he kneads 
and AepnmtoR into slllall cak6A the Aize of a two-shilling 
picoe. These are quickly thl"ust into the oven and baked. 
The fourth deacon now takes the pigeoll left in the cage, 
euts its throat quickly with a very sharp knife, taking care 
that no blood is lost. The little cakes are then brought to 
him by his colleagues, and, still holding the dyillg pigeon he 
strai.ns its neck over them in such a way that four small 
drops fall on each to .form a crosS. Amid the continued 
reading of the liturgy the cakes are carried around to the 
worshippers by the priests, who themselves pop them directly 
into the mouths of the members with the words, 'Marked be 
thou with the mark of the Living One.' '1'he four deacons 

(... (., /' 

inside the Mishkna [-JAM"",] walk round to the rear of the 

altar and dig a littie hole in which the body of the dead 
pigeon is then buried." 

What a mosaic of ceremonies :~nd what a mixed cult in 
this one river-bank service! Every minute particular of it is 
conectly described, I anl told, by the Sabeans of Amara, and 
yet they themselves do not furnish the clue to the maze of 
their cult. 

Here one sees .Judaism, Islam, and Christianity, as it 
were, engrafted on one old Chaldean trunk. Gnosticism, 
star worship, baptisms, love feast, sacrifice, urnithomanuy, 
and what not else in one confusion. The pigeon saerifice 
closely corresponds with that of the Mosaic law concerning 
the cleansing of a leper and his belongings, Leviticus xiv, 
4-7,4\1-53, and is perhaps borrowed from that source. But 
how anti-.Judaistic is the partaking of blood and the star 
worship! (cf. Job xxxi, 2()-:28.) The t:ru::;,,; vi- ulvuu "emu" '" 
Christian element, as does also the communion of bread, but 
this again is in discord with all that precedes from aNew 
Testament standpoint_ Yet a complete system of dogma 
lies behind all this curious eult, and one can never under
stand the latter until he knows the former. Sabeanism is 

s 
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a book "eligion; and it has such a mass of sacred literature 
that few have ever had the patience to examine even a part 
of it. In the collection the Sid"a RaMa, or Great Book, holds 
the first place. The copy I examined (but could not read) 
one day, contains over five hundred large / qu~rto pages of 

text divided into two parts, a "right" (AI' . . ,.M.J) and a "left 
4.,!..J .. ,':' 

hand" (AI'. jl..";) testament; beeause of the manner in which 
they are bound together, i.e., each begins at one of the two 
ends of the book, so to speak, and when one reads the 
",'ight," the "left" testament is upside-down. The other 
name for the Great Book is Ginza, Treasure (Arabic ~i). 
It is from this treasure-house that we chiefly gathe/ the 
elements of their cosmogony and mythology.* 

First of all things was Pera Rabba ~ ~ the 

great Abyss. With him" Shining ether" and the Spirit of 
Glory (Mana Rabba) form a primal triad, similar to the 
Gnostic and ancient Accadian triads. Kessler even goes so 
far as to say that it is the same. From Mana Rabba who is 
the king of light, emanates Yal'da1la RaMa, the grepf; Jordan. 
(This is an element of Gnosticism) Mana Rabba called into 
being the first of the ooons, Primal Life, or Hc.:ye kadema. 

:/-c \ 

(Arabice t~~l' ..:..:,~l\). This is really the chief deity of 
the Sabeans, and all their prayers begin by invoking him. 
From him again proceed secondary emanations, Yushamim 
(i.e., Jah of heaven) and Manda Hayye, messenger of life. 
This latter is the mediator of their system, and from him all 
those that accept his mediation are called, Mandaee. 
Yushamim was punished for attempting to raise himself 
above Primal Light, and now rules the world of inferior 
light. Manda still" rests in the bosom of Primal light " (cf. 

* The first printed and translated edition of the Sidra Rabba was by 
Math. Norberg (Copenhagen 1815-16), but it is said to be so defective 
that it is quite useless critically; Petermann reproduced the Paris MSS. 
in two volumes at Leipsic 1867. Besides the Sidra Rabba there are : 
Sidra d'Yahe.ya or Book of St. John, also called IJrasche rJ)1falek 
(discourse of the King) ; The IJiwan; The Sidra Neshmata, or book of 
souls; and last, but not least, the books of the zodiac called Asfar 
1falwashee. Except for the small portion of the Sidra Rabba founa in 
Brandt's recently published 1fandaische Schriften (1895) all of the ahove 
still await critical study and editing. 
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John i, 18). and had a series of incarnations beginning with 
Abel (Hibil) and ending with John the Baptist! Besides all 
these there is yet a third life called 'Ateeka (Arabic "-'~ 
ancient?) who created the bodies of Adam and Eve, 'hut 
could not give them spirit or make them stand upright.
To pause here for a mOlllent. If the Babylonian trinity or 
triad has its counterpart in the Mandaen Pem, Ayal" and 
~lJ.fana Rabba, then Manda Hapye is clearly nothing but the old 
Babylonian Marduk (Merodach), first-born, mediator and 
redeemer. Hibil, the first incarnation of Manda, also has a 
contest with darkness in the underworld even aA Marduk 
with the dragon Tiamat. 

The Sabean underworld has its score of rulers, among 
others these rank first: Zal"tay, Za1'tanay, Hag, Mag, Gaf, 
Gafan, Anatan and Kin, with hells and vestibules in plenteous 
confusion. Hibil descends here, and from the fourth vestibule 
he carries away thefemale devil Buha (t'J) the daughter of 

Kin. This Ruha, Kessler affirms, is really an anti-Christian 
parody of the Holy Spirit, but from conversation with the 
Sabeans I cannot believe this to be true. By her own son 
Ur (.Ji) Ruha becomes the mother of all the planets and signs 
of the zodiac. These are the somce and controllers of all evil 
in the world and must tllM'efore be propitiated. But the sky 
and fixed stars are pure and clear, the abode of Light. The 
central sun is the Polat' Star, with jewelled crown standing 
before the door of Abathiir, or "father of the splendoms" (from 
,n.v = to be rieh). These" splendours," reons, or primary 
manifestations of deity, are said to number three hundred 
and sixty (which is only a Semitic way of expressing many), 
with names borrowed from the Parsee angelology (Zoro
astrianism). The Mandreans consider all the Old Testament 
saints except Abel and Seth false prophets (Gnosticism).* 
'frue religion was professed by the ancient Egyptians, who, 
they say, were their ancestors. Another false prophet was 
Yishu Mashiha (Jesus Christ), who was in fact an incarnation 
of the planet Mercury. John the Baptist, Yahya, appeared 
forty-two years before Christ and was really an incarnation 

* See the history of Gnostic teaching, especially that of the Ophites and 
Sethians. A.ll the evil characters in the Old Testament, with Cain at 
their head, were set forth as spiritual heroes. Judas Iscariot was repre
sented as alone knowing the truth. Only I find no large account of the 
serpent in the Sabean system; this may be otherwise accounted for. 
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of Manda, as was Hibil. He baptised at Jordan, and by 
mistake (!) also administered the rite to Jesus. 

About 200 A.D. they say there came into the world sixty 
thousand saints from Pharaoh's host <tnd took the place of the 
Mandooanr> who had been extirpated. Is not this ft possible 
allusion to the spread of the Guostie heresy and its coal
escenCe with the then Sabean community? They say their 
high priest then had his re::;idence at Damascus. That is, 
their centre of religion was right between Alexandria and 
Antioch, the two schools of Gnosticism. 

Mohammed, in their system, was the la::;t false prophet, 
but he was divinely kept from harming them, and they 
flourished to such an extent that at the time of the Abba
sides they had four hundred places of worship in Babylonia. 

'1'he Mand~ien priesthood has three grades; tarmida 
(~~fu') disciple; shkal1da or deacons; and the GanzivrL. or 
high priest; literally the keeper of the Ginza or Great Book. 
The late galtzivra was Sheikh Yahya, a man of parts and 
well-versed in their literature, who long lived at Sook es 
Shiookh. Their present head or high priest is called Sheikh 
Sahn and is now imprisoned at Busrah on charge of foment-

. ing the late rebellion of the Arab tribes near Koorna at the 
junction ofthe Tigris and Euphrates. 

The Sabeans observe six great feasts besides their weekly 
Sabbath (Sunday). One of the feasts celebrates the victory 
of Abel in the world of darkness, another the drowning of 
Pharaoh's army, but the chieffeast is one of baptism. On it, 
observed in the summer, and called Pa11ts/w, all Sabeans are 
baptised by sprinkling three times a day for five days; this 
is compulsory. The Sunday baptisms of immersion in 
running water are, however, largely voluntary and therefore 
meritorious: these latter correspond to the Moslem laws of 
purifications and take place after touching a dead body, the 
birth of a ehild, marriage ceremony, etc. 

The moral code of the Sabeans is that of the Old Testa
ment in nearly every particular. 

Polygamy is allowed and even recommended in the Szdra 
Rabba, but not often indulgcd in. They do not circumcise, 
and have no holy places or churches except those built for a 
feast night at the river side, and removed the next morning. 
The story that they go on pilgrimage to Haran and visit the 
Pyramids as the tomb of Seth (see Sale's Koran, "Introduc
tion ") is, I believe, a myth. They are friendly to Christians 
of all sects, and love to give the impression that because 
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they honour the Baptist they are more closely related to us 
than are t.he Jews and Moslems. Of course they deny that 
they do not accept Jesus as a true Prophet, as they do all 
those other articles of their belief, which they deem wisest or 
safest to keep concealed. 

It remains to add a note regarding the supposed origin at 
their name Nawrean.~. According to Petermann they them
selves give this title only to those of their number who are 
distinguished for character or knowledge. It doubtless is 
connected with the Arabic '-".J\..a.i and comes perchance like 
it hom Nasropawt, the early half-Christian sect of Syria. 

So . that all our investigations end as we began, by finding 
that the Sabeans "worship that which they know not," and 
profess a creed whose Ol~igin is hidden fi'om them and whose 
elements, gathered from the four corners of the earth, are as 
diverse as they are incongruous. And who is able after all 
to classify these elements or among so much heterogeneous 
(Ub1,is dig down to the original foundations of the structure? 
If we could, w6uld we not, as in so many other cases, come 
back to Babylonia and the monuments? 
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Votes of thanks having been accorded to the author and to the 
reader of the paper :-

Dr. T. CHAPLIN said :-It would be interesting to know if 
there is any connection between these N azarenes and the 
Nusairiyeh or Anseiriyeh, a well-known tribe living in the 
northern part of the Lebanon range, who have almost the same 
name as the people on the banks of the Euphrates aud Tigris, and 
who seem to have in their religion some Pagan, some Christian, 
and some Mohammedan elements. These people are said to be 
half Christian and half Moslem. They seem to. have been 
originally pagans, and when Christianity first spread in that part 
of the world, they became impressed, to a certain extent, with its 
doctrines, but they never fully embraced it. Living in these 
remote mountains they retained pagan ideas and adopted Christian 
ceremonies, and on Mohammedanism spreading accepted certain 
Mohammedan practices, and so continued without any definite 
religious belief. It is interesting to note that authorities regard 
their language as being of Syriac origin, a natural supposition 
considering that many of their words have undoubtedly a 
Syrian source. They come from well-known Chaldaic and 
Syrian roots, e.g., their chief priest or leader, said to be the 
guardian or preserver of their sacred books, is called the 
" Genizeh" or "treasure," a well-known Hebrew word. I may 
mention that oriental Jews have a great aversion to destroying 
any of their worn-out writings, and to avoid the sin of so doing 
deposit such in a chamber called a " Genizeh " or treasure honse. 
I also notice the word SiMa Rabbit which is Syriac: then the 
names of the days of the week are almost exactly the same as in . 
Arabic, and, to some extent, in Hebrew. I would also refer to 
the origin of the word N asorean; this word as given in the 
Arabic (" Nazarah") is exactly the word used in Arabic conntries 
for Christians. It means Nazarenes-people who come from 
Nazareth or who are followers of Jesus the" N azu,rene." I hope the 
author may be persnaded to continue his researches amongst the 
interesting people he has described, searching for accurate informa
tion respecting their antecedents. 

A discussion of a conversational character ensued, during 
which the value of the evidence collected by Dr. Zwemer, and the' 
unique opportunities afforded him of observing and studying 
these particular star wor!;lhippers and their cult during the many 
years he had resided among them, was specially remarked upon. 

The discussion was then adjourned. 
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REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING PAPER. 

Colonel C. R. CONDER, R.E., D.C.L., writes :-

The Star Worshippers of llIesopotamia.--Mr. Zwemer's paper on 
this curious sect is very interesting, and there can be little doubt 
that the star worship points to early Semitic paganism, though 
the details suggest that it may have come indirectly through the 
Masdean system of Persia. The Mendaites or Sabians resemble 
several other strange sects of Syria and Persia, such as the Druzes, 
for instance, but their system does not recognize Islam as fully as 
do the Druzes, Ismailiyeh and Anseiriyeh (whose name is also 
connected with t,hat of the Nazarenes by some) ; and it is fairly 
clear that it is descended from the Syrian Gnosticism of the second 
century A.D., to which the Druzes also owe much. The Mendaite 
language and alphabet are Aramean, and somewhat distantly 
related to the speech and script of the N estol-ians. Naturally the 
Nabathean alphabet is related. The Nabathean "Book of Agri
culture," now, I believe, only known through the Arabic transla
tion of Kuthami, contains a curious myth of the death of Tammuz ; 
and the Sabians are said to have preserved the rite of mourning 
for Tammuz down to the tenth century A.D., though ignorant of its 
meaning (see Baring Gould's Ourious Myths of the Middle Ages, 
pp. 278-283, arid Maimonides More Nebushim, iii, 29). The 
beliefs of the Sabians or Mendaites have been compared with the 
teaching of the Gnostic Carpocrates, containing a strong Mazdean 
(i.e., Zoroastrian) element. They were also akin in their teaching 
to the Elkesaites of the third century-an Essene Gnostic sect 
accepting Elxai as a prophet, as did also the Ebionites of Bashan 
(Hippol ix, 13; Epiphanius xix, 2-5). Elxai accepted the Jewish 
system .of sacrifice, and regarded Christ as a reincarnation of Adam. 
The Elkesaite Eucharist consisted of bread, salt and water. The 
spread of Gnosticism to the mouth of the Euphrates, and into 
Arabia, appears to have been due to the followers of Beryllus, to 
the Ebionites, and to the Nazarenes of Ba:::~~~ .;~ J:l>~ "~,:,c>T1i1 

century A.D. (Epiphanius, Hr.eres, i, 40; iii, 75-79). 
Having carefully studied Capt. Prideaux's Sketch of Sabean 

Grammar, I venture to remark that it has nothing to do with 
the Sabians. It is the language of the Sabean Arabs of Yemen, 
about 200 B.O., written in quite a different character-usually called 
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Himyaritic. As regards the" Two 'l'estaments" (eighth page of 
paper), they would probably represent two degl'ees of initiation, one 
upsetting the other - f.H among Dl'm-:es, [should Sll ppose that YaT
rlanc~ Rabba means" Great FJmallatioll " not" Great Jordan." The 
idea that .Jehovah wa~ an inferior deity (Demiurge) recalls the Gnos
ticism of Syria. The incarnation of Abel in St, .Tohn BaptiRtrecall~ 
Druze teaching. I have never been able to find any evidence of 
tTiads among the Babylonians, though some modern scholrtrs have 
read them into the textR. :31ardllk was not, properly speaking, a 
.Mediator, and certainly llot a Redeemer in the Christian sense of 
the tenn. The Dualism of the Sabians is of Mazdean origin, and 
their allegories recall those of Basilides and Valentinus. Probably, 
Eke the Druzes, they claim relationship with Christianity when 
speaking to Christ.ians, and would equally claim affinity to Islam, 
and to Judaism, if speaking to Moslems or to Jews, 

It would he very interesting to get a full translation of their 
boob, and to know whether--·like Druzes, etc.-they have degrees 
of initiation, as the adoration of the pole star may he only the 
exoteric tea8hing for the vulgar, concettling an esoteric teaching 
or initiates, as in other cases. The Hayye Kadema of Sabians 
C" Ancient of Days") seems, as among Gnostics, to have been COll

nected with the ZCTvan Alcanne or " boundless time" of ~lazdeans, 
and thc Ain or "nothingness" of the Cabbalists. All these 
cnrious systems among' Christi9.ns, Jews, and Moslems, appear to 
be based on the principle that knowledge was for the few, and 
that the creed taught to the ignorant shonld conceal a scepticism 
only revealed to more advanced disciples, while it should also 
amalgamate the dogmas of all sects-Jewish, Christian, Moslem, 
etc.-so as to attract many, and strengthen the leaders, who really 
cared nothing for any form ot religion. This is known to have 
been the case among Gnostics, Druzes, and others, and might in 
the end prove true of the Sabians, if the "Two Testaments" of 
the Sidm Rabba could be translated. But to penetrate beyond the 
oxoteric teaching might be as difficult as it was among the Druzes 
until 1860, when their Looks were obtained by De Sacy. 
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